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10 YEARS OF CONFIDENCE
We stand behind what we build. Period.
Our vehicles are backed with a 10-year/100,000-mile Powertrain Limited
Warranty,7 a 5-year/60,000-mile fully transferable New Vehicle Limited Warranty,
a 7-year/100,000-mile Anti-Corrosion/Perforation Limited Warranty and 5-year/
Unlimited Miles Roadside Assistance.
Like our cars, we intend to serve you well for many years to come with some of the
most comprehensive warranties in the industry.

(7) All coverage terms are from the original in-service dates and are applicable only to the original owner of new, retailed
models purchased from an authorized Mitsubishi dealer. Subsequent owners receive the balance of the New Vehicle
Limited Warranty of 5 years/60,000 miles. See retailer for limited warranty and roadside assistance terms and conditions. (8)
Standard on the SE, LE, SEL and GT models.

SMALL BATCH. BIG DEAL.
By thinking small, we came up big with the 2020 Mitsubishi Outlander.

Attention to detail. Precision engineering. Function and versatility. These are all the
qualities you will find in the 2020 Mitsubishi Outlander. We combined a spacious
and meticulously crafted interior with outstanding performance and awardwinning safety features to bring you a crossover vehicle with room to spare.
Third-row seating offers more room for the things you love, with flexible and
functional cargo space. Whether you’re loading up the family for a weekend road
trip or heading to your favorite camping spot with your friends, the Outlander will
get you there comfortably.
Mitsubishi’s Advanced Safety Features are now standard,8 including Automatic
High Beam, Forward Collision Mitigation, Blind Spot Warning, Rear Cross Traffic Alert
and Lane Departure Warning.
For more grip on the road, 2WD is standard across all models. For those who
adventure on all terrains, the Super All-Wheel Control (S-AWC) offers exceptional
stability and handling at the push of a button.
We didn’t build the 2020 Outlander for everyone. We built it just for you.
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CHOOSE YOUR
ADVENTURE
DESIGN
The 2020 Outlander is shaking the very ground it’s cruising down. With several
enhancements from its exterior and interior to its vehicle dynamics and overall
ride comfort, the confidence to explore comes standard regardless of where the
asphalt, trail or stars lead.

STYLE
With a stunning exterior and feature-rich interior, the 2020 Outlander blurs the line
between function and form. With adventure perpetually on the horizon, the view
behind the wheel is always as stunning as where you’re headed.

COLOR

Quartz
Brown
Metallic

Pearl
White

Labrador
Black
Metallic

Alloy
Silver
Metallic

Mercury
Gray
Metallic

Cosmic
Blue
Metallic

Red
Diamond

DRIVE ONE BEFORE EVERYONE ELSE DOES.
The Outlander offers a wide range of trim levels, packages and accessories with
many standard features like a Touchscreen with Bluetooth®, Push to Start, USB
charging ports and Mitsubishi Power Sound System.
The 2020 Outlander standard third-row seating has room for family, friends, and
everything in between. Need more room? Fold down the second- and third-row
seats for space that fits your needs.

ES 2.4 SE 2.4

LE 2.4 SEL 2.4

GT 3.0

With Optional Front Crash
Prevention + Specific Headlights.

(4) The Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM)/Pedestrian Detection (PD) system are driver aids only and are not substitutes
for safe and careful driving. Under certain circumstances, the systems may not detect other vehicles and/or pedestrians
correctly. (5) The Blind Spot Warning (BSW) system, Lane Change Assist (LCA) system, and Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
system are driver aids only and are not substitutes for safe and careful driving. Under certain circumstances, the systems
may not detect other vehicles correctly. (6) The Lane Departure Warning (LDW) system is designed to read the lane marks
under certain conditions. It is not a collision avoidance system and is not a substitute for safe and careful driving.

*Images may not represent current MY product.

CHOOSE
YOUR
ADVENTURE

ES 2.4

SE 2.4

2WD or S-AWC

2WD or S-AWC

Attention to detail.
Precision engineering.
Function and versatility.
These are all the qualities
you will find in the 2020
Mitsubishi Outlander.

7” Touchscreen Display Audio
System with Bluetooth®
Wireless Technology

ES features PLUS:

We didn’t build the 2020
Outlander for everyone.
We built it just for you.

Integrated Overhead Console
with Seat Belt Reminder &
Passenger Airbag Indicator

Power Lumbar Support
on Driver’s Seat
Rearview Camera

1 Front USB Charging Port

New 8” Smartphone-link Display
Audio System plus Apple
CarPlay® and Android Auto™
2 Rear USB Charging Ports
Forward Collision Mitigation
System with Pedestrian
Detection (FCM)4
Lane Departure Warning System6
Automatic High Beam (AHB)
Power Glass Sunroof with
Sunshade and Tilt Feature*
(*Convenience Package)

REARVIEW
CAMERA SYSTEM

2 REAR USB
CHARGING PORTS

LE 2.4

SEL 2.4

GT 3.0

SE features PLUS:

SE features PLUS:

SEL features PLUS:

18” Black Alloy Wheels

Leather-Appointed
Seating Surfaces

3.0L V6 Engine

2WD or S-AWC

Power Glass Sunroof with
Sunshade and Tilt Feature
Black Headliner and Pillars

2WD or S-AWC

Remote Power Tailgate

Power Folding Side-View Mirrors

Mitsubishi Power Sound
System with 8 Speakers*

Gloss Black Window Switch Panels

Multi-View Camera System*

Blind Spot Warning (BSW)5

Heated Steering Wheel*

Lane Change Assist (LCA)5

(*Touring Package)

S-AWC

Multi-View Camera System
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Mitsubishi Power Sound
System with 8 Speakers
Power Panoramic Sunroof
with Roof Rails
Heated Steering Wheel

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)5

POWER FOLDING
SIDE-VIEW MIRRORS

MITSUBISHI POWER
SOUND SYSTEM
(GT STD, SEL Optional)

HEATED
STEERING WHEEL

PERFORMANCE
SUPER ALL-WHEEL CONTROL
Count on a stimulating drive on city streets and off the beaten path with available
Super All-Wheel Control (S-AWC). Mitsubishi’s advanced four-wheel control system
helps to ensure stable and responsive handling for all types of roads and driving
conditions. Through rain, snow and gravel, S-AWC has improved traction for
wherever your travels lead you.

UNDER THE HOOD
The Outlander offers two Mitsubishi Innovative Valve-timing Electronic Control
(MIVEC) engines. The MIVEC 2.4-liter boasts a combination of 166 horsepower and 30
mpg highway,1 while the GT model offers a 3.0-liter, V6 MIVEC engine that produces a
full 224 horsepower at 6,250 rpm and 215 lb.-ft. of torque at 3,750 rpm with a towing
capacity of 3,500 lbs.

FUEL ECONOMY 1

25
CITY

30

HIGHWAY

27

COMBINED

(1) EPA mileage estimate. Actual mileage may vary. Outlander ES, SE, LE, and SEL with 2.4 2WD are 25 city / 30 highway / 27
combined, and EPA mileage estimate for Outlander ES, SE, LE, and SEL with 2.4 S-AWC is 24 city / 29 highway / 26 combined.
Outlander GT 3.0 S-AWC is 20 city / 27 highway / 22 combined. (2) Apple CarPlay® and Siri® are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries. iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. (3) Requires the Android Auto app on
Google Play and an Android compatible smartphone running Android™ 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Google, Android, Android Auto,
and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC.
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SAFETY
MULTI-VIEW CAMERA SYSTEM
This available feature displays what’s seen by cameras mounted on the front, rear
and sides of the vehicle. These views – including a bird’s-eye view — can be shown
on the Outlander’s touchscreen to help you park or back up more safely.

FORWARD COLLISION MITIGATION WITH PEDESTRIAN DETECTION
The Forward Collision Mitigation with Pedestrian Detection (FCM) system utilizes
radar and camera technology to determine if a frontal collision with a vehicle or
pedestrian is imminent. If so, it warns the driver with audible and visual signals, and
automatically applies moderate to emergency braking to reduce the severity of the
collision and, if possible, prevent the collision.4

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING
The Lane Departure Warning (LDW) system uses an onboard camera to monitor lane
position in front of the vehicle and alert the driver audibly and visually if it detects
the vehicle leaving its lane unintentionally.6

BLIND SPOT WARNING AND LANE CHANGE ASSIST
Together, the Blind Spot Warning (BSW) and Lane Change Assist (LCA) systems alert
you when a vehicle is in or approaching your blind spot. When a vehicle is traveling in
the detection areas, a warning light will illuminate in the corresponding side mirror.
If your turn signal is on, the warning light on the corresponding mirror will blink and
the system will beep three times to alert you that it is unsafe to change lanes.5

REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT
The Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) system detects a vehicle approaching from
either side while you’re backing up. The warning lights on both side mirrors will
blink, a buzzer will sound to alert you, and a warning message will appear on the
information screen.5
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TECHNOLOGY
FAST-KEY ENTRY WITH PUSH START BUTTON
Available FAST-Key (Free-hand Advanced Security Transmitter) makes vehicle entry
easy. To unlock the doors, simply press the button on either front door or the tailgate.
Starting the engine is also push-button easy with the keys tucked safely away in a
pocket or purse.

SMARTPHONE-LINK DISPLAY AUDIO SYSTEM
The new 8-inch HD Smartphone-link Display Audio system is compatible with Apple
CarPlay® and Android Auto™. CarPlay® is the smarter, safer way to use your iPhone®
to access Apple Music® and Maps, send messages and make calls with Siri® or
the car’s touchscreen. Utilize Android Auto™ by pressing the Push To Talk button,
allowing you to talk to Google and access all the most commonly used features on
the Android™ platform, such as Google Play Music, Google Maps and Hangouts.2,3

COMFORT
THIRD-ROW SEATING
The Outlander’s standard third-row seats enhance not only vehicle occupancy, but
also versatility. The third-row seat folds down to reveal up to 34.2 cubic feet of
cargo space. Even with seven passengers on board there’s still a hefty 10.3 cubic
feet of cargo space behind the third row. No matter the adventure, you’ll find all the
room you need. And then some.

WWW.MITSUBISHICARS.COM
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

